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Fiver Video Profits (Private Source list) 

Fiverr video gigs + Fiverr youtube gigs + Fiver source code … PROFIT 

 

Within this report we will be sharing about using Fiverr for video testimonials and ACTUAL gigs we use 

to promote these youtube videos to get some traffic flowing to your website, affiliate offer, or business. 

It’s very simple to implement and best of all it works! (Please refer to the extended PDF where we show 

you current affiliate offer promotions and the 100s of clicks we got) 

What will you find here? 

1. Top Tested fiverr video gigs: These are real fiverr gigs that deliver results. We are sharing with 

you our secret list that we’ve literally kept to ourselves till date.  

2. PROVEN fiverr gigs for youtube: These are gigs that will get you real youtube likes, subscribers, 

and views. The stufff you need to promote your video and get it off correctly. 

3. A effective SEO highlight to rank your video. 

The emphasis of this guide is sharing actual gigs we use to create video testimonials – It initially started 

out as a private list we wanted to share on the WarriorForum of actual video gigs we’ve used. However 

after some consideration we thought we’d share how we actually use these videos to drive POWERFUL 

traffic as well. (Traffic that has gotten us some very passive affiliate commission and consistent CPA 

conversions - Some of our videos were setup over a year back and still delivers traffic today…even after 

the youtube craze) 

We hope now to share with you some of the BEST fiverr gigs we personally used for video testimonials. 

We have also added links to useful fiverr gigs we’ve used to send real youtube views, likes, and 

subscribers to those videos. This will make it simple for you to outsource the process; we also hope to 

make this to be an easy to follow and productive guide to setting up profitable videos on youtube. 

Why Youtube? 

1. Video on youtube rank easier: Google is more friendly towards Youtube and we have seen less 

algorithm changes that affect youtube videos down through the years even when it become 

popular. 

2. Videos on youtube convert well: People are more interested in your product when you build 

some rapport with them.  One way to do this effectively is a tutorial video or a video testimonial 

because they have someone to associate to. 

3. Videos on youtube work passively: It takes minimal amount of effort to effectively setup a 

youtube video that can last for years. Youtube video can passively drive traffic and conversions 
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longer than articles. (See how some videos never seem to grow old like this whereas you don’t 

read articles over and over) 

Note: We have used youtube to generate traffic for our affiliate and CPA offers since January 9, 2011. 

Some of the videos we have set up are still passively delivering traffic (and CASH) TODAY! Youtube 

videos are highly scalable and passive income source. 

Sample 1: this is a video we recently did for the Easy video suite launch (it ranked for the term “Easy 

Video Suite” at its peak popularity. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XVlnQG4xUFQ 

This was one really simple video we ranked for the term “Easy Video Suite” and then left it since. We did 

not set it up for passivity or do an extensive campaign hence you won’t find it on the first page anymore. 

 

Sample 2: Here are some screenshots of current stats of videos. We cannot share the link to these 

videos as they are on accounts we are still using.  This has been one of those videos we set up and left 

there since (except changing the affiliate links every so often) 

 

Did I mention that this was a video in the weight loss niche?  

If you’re counting it’s 15 months since it was set up; on average it would work out to 12k+ views 

monthly which isn’t bad for weight loss eh? 

 

Fiverr video testimonials: 

The first part to implementing this method is getting a video done about your product, service, or 

website. You can indeed create your own video using Window’s video maker or even your own web cam 

although here are some excellent Fiverr video gigs that we have used. 

What’s great about these? 

- Individual Speak clearly 

- They are Professional (Doesn’t look like they are reading off any script = more trust from your 

viewers) 
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- They interest potential viewers (one significant factor to people viewing your video is the screen 

capture displayed with your video) 

Who are these 5-star Fiverr Video providers? 

We have literally spent HOURS (probably totaling 50 hours searching, sorting and testing out gigs) now 

we are going to share with you our five favorite 5-Star gigs: 

 

1. The first gig we would recommend is Allie Madison. She was one of the first video gig we used 

and continues to deliver results.  

 

She is especially good at getting the audience attention. We have found more comments and 

reactions to videos we have engaged Allie to do. I assume it’s because of her classy and 

attractive persona. Her videos are also very “natural”. 

Link:  http://www.iminfohub.com/fiverr/alliemaidson1 

(search for alliemadison12 if you can’t click through) 

 

The other four Fiverr Video Gigs for you: 

2. The second gig we’d recommend is Kat (AKA AllyKat).  

 

She’s really good at making the video look natural. AllyKat also happens to be a communication 

major and is well able to convey the message you’re trying to bring across in an authentic 

manor. 

Link: http://www.iminfohub.com/fiverr/allykat2 

(search for allykat if you can’t click through) 

3. We have used Rin chan for a variety of gigs from product presentations to standard affiliate 

promotions.  

 

Her spoken language seems flawless. She speaks each word crisply and clearly. These are VERY 

real video testimonials; she must have some acting skills because she is able to present our 

affiliate videos (basically a script about the product) without proper corresponding body 

language.  There are actual emotional reactions and the script seems memorized. 

 

Link: http://www.iminfohub.com/fiverr/rinchan3 
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(Please search rinchan86 if you can’t click the link) 

 

4. If you’re looking to promote a product professionally with a suit and tie, this is an incrediable gig 

for $5 

Link: http://www.iminfohub.com/fiverr/4suitup 

(Please search screamingfinger if you can’t click the link) 

 

5. DJYoung is very good at making casual videos that really interact with the audience. He’s an 

actual voice and video actor so you can be sure your video will be done professionally. 

Link: http://www.iminfohub.com/fiverr/5djyoung 

(Please search djyoung if you can’t click the link) 

 

 

Since we have literally sifted through 100+ video gigs (both technical and persona video style), there are 

MANY other video gigs we’d like to recommend. This is one thing fiverr is good for. You can’t really go 

wrong with a video gig on fiverr.  

To keep this guide concise we have shared five favourites but if you’re looking for more fiverr video gigs 

please simply send me an email at eBook@iminfohub.com and request it.  

 

Buy real youtube views, likes, and subscribers…with Fiverr:  

Fiverr is also an excellent place to find real youtube likes, views, and subscribers.  

To get you off to a good start we would suggest blasting your video with some good youtube views, 

likes, and shares. This will help your video popularity. It will get you more organic views as well add 

immediate trust to any potential viewers ( if you see a video with more dislikes than likes you’d be less 

likely to watch it or trust what they say) 

Protip: We’ve also notice that if your video as a good # of likes it’s much more unlikely for people to 

dislike it later! Although if you start off with a mix of dislike and likes, it’ll be more likely for it to be 

disliked. 

Our favourite Fiverr Youtube gigs: 
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Once again to avoid you the hassle of sorting through a bunch of scam gigs we are sharing with you our 

own short list. As with the fiverr video gig we’re going to share with you our top 5 favourite fiverr 

youtube gigs. 

Each one of these are gigs we’ve tested on our own videos which have proven successful over MONTHS 

already. 

1. Marcusy has been one of our top Youtube service providers we have used. He does it quickly 

and we haven’t had any issues with his service. They provide real subscribers which also does 

help with your video appearing in “related videos” and likely your video ranks also.  

Link: http://www.iminfohub.com/fiverr/gig1 

(Please search marcusy if you can’t click the link) 

2. This one is not real though it works very well and we’ve been using for months without any 

issues. This gig is excellent for an All-in-One youtube service gig; you get the views, likes, 

subscribers and favourites you need in ONE gig. Value wise this is probably the best deal you can 

get. 

Link: http://www.iminfohub.com/fiverr/gig2 

(Please search badgehelp if you can’t click the link) 

 

3. This has been another provider that we have used previously which delivered excellent results. 

Though I can’t be certain they are doing it with real likes, we have not had any issues with them. 

Once again they deliver both views (more), likes and favourites in one gig here. 

Link:  http://www.iminfohub.com/fiverr/gig3 

(Please search fiverr_expert if you can’t click the link) 

4. This gig is special because the referral id comes from facebook. We would highly recommend 

this as the ideal gig. While it is slightly fewer in # of likes and subscribers the Facebook referral id 

makes it a lot better. 

(Please search harry2388 if you can’t click the link) 

Link: http://www.iminfohub.com/fiverr/gigbest 

 

5. We used this a while back and their service is good. This has been one of the fiverr gig we used 

several years back and probably the one we used most! There has been no issues using this 

provider.  
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Link: http://www.iminfohub.com/fiverr/gig5 

(Please search toxide if you can’t click the link) 

Once again as with the video gigs we have ran through 100s of youtube fiverr gigs and understandably 

have a more extensive shortlist of good gigs than what we have shared here for your benefit. (We have 

shared only those we have tested and the cream of the crop so to speak) Should you want more fiverr 

gigs (to avoid you the hours we spent searching and shortlisting them), simply request: 

eBook@iminfohub.com 

 

How do you get real youtube views?   

There are many video exchange sites that offer to view your video if you watch their video. This is how 

several fiverr gigs get you real user video views. (I doubt you want to spend hours watching videos to get 

some views on your videos) 

One upcoming trend is using facebook groups, twitter accounts, and linkedin groups as social exchange 

mediums. Meaning you join a Facebook group and members in that group are interested in mutually 

voting and viewing. 

This means that the referring url towards your youtube video would be coming from URLs like 

“Facebook.com” “Twitter.com” and “linkedin.com”. Needless to say, it’s much nicer for your videos.  

 

How do you get real youtube likes? 

Many sellers often sell fake youtube likes by creating inflated and bogus profiles (there are numerous 

scripts available online that do this) for the purpose of liking videos or subscribing to channels.  

It is important to note, Youtube often screens and cleans every so often to remove bogus and fake 

account which could put your video and account at risk. We suggest you use actual youtube profiles for 

your video likes; it adds more value to your video and gets you more views. 

This can be done once again with the methods described above where each individual maintains their 

own account to exchange.  

How do you get real youtube subscribers? 

Once again as described above the common methods are using fake accounts with proxies though there 

are also legitimate accounts through subscriber exchanges.  

This can be very tedious to do yourself (especially for one or two videos) which is why we have 

suggested a list of personally tested youtube fiverr gigs.   
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Social Exchange site: 

In case you do actually choose to do the social exchange yourself, here are a few site that specialize with 

doing this. Though I would suggest against it, social exchange site come and go. 

http://www.youlikehits.com/ 

6. The longest standing social exchange site to my knowledge 

http://www.like4like.org/ 

7. This exchange site has huge mix of sites including sound cloud and pinterest.  

http://www.tweib.com/ 

8. If you notice this site is also using a fiverr gig for their video presentation. It’s also one of the 

bigger social exchanges.  

You would be better getting a Fiverr gig above than wasting your time trying to maintain your account 

on these temporary sites. The other alternative recommendation is joining selected Facebook groups to 

naturally exchange likes which will last longer than most of these social exchange sites.  

 

Youtube SEO: 

You should also get a basic understanding of how you rank your videos on youtube and Google; This 

section we’ll share with you some working links for getting your youtube videos ranked better on 

Youtube and Google. 

This is not intended to be a complete SEO guide but a simple, basic outline to consider. 

A large portion to getting your video ranked is having a good # of likes, comments, and views on your 

video. It also helps to get real youtube subscribers on your account and kick start your video quicker. 

With all these said, having backlinks to your videos still matter and is a significant factor to having your 

videos ranked on Google.  Here are some backlinks to look for: 

What works on youtube today: 

1. Keyword in your title: Make sure your primary keyword is used early in your title 

2. Keyword used in your tags 

3. Keyword used in your description: Keep your description at a nice 100+ word with your keyword 

used around three to four times for every 100 words of video text. 

4. Kick your video off with real youtube videos, real youtube likes, real youtube comments. This 

will get some momentum for you. 
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5. With link building, start of with some good social signals such as Facebook likes, facebook link 

shares, twitter retweets, and some social bookmark shares on stumble upon. 

6. Continue with some SERIOUS link juice from document sites, web 2.0, and wikis (unlike typical 

websites, you can really blast your videos with links) 

7. Finish off with some high quality PR links which can be obtained from niche-related blogs or on 

niche related forums 

Note: Once your video catches on with the social campaign you’ll start to build a lot of natural links (in 

our experience) and real embeds to websites.  

The Good news: 

Youtube videos are well known to rank much easier and better than websites on Google. Having your 

youtube ranked for a term can take a FRACTION of the cost it would take for a website to rank 

(especially depending on the site authority). 

Youtube videos can also take more beatings than a website. This means you don’t need to be as worried 

about ensuring you have everything perfectly lined up in your link building campaign. You can toss more 

links at your videos without too much concern about being sandbox. In fact, if you do it right, having a 

lot of links to your video can actually help your video more (by making it look viral) 

People are more likely to share your video on their website than a link to your article. This is because 

videos are more engaging and typically also less used (by marketers). These videos are easier to curate 

and thus you find your link embed in more sites naturally than an actual website. 

Conclusion: 

We hope you enjoyed our quick guide on using Youtube with fiverr gigs. Do remember the gigs we have 

shared are not random gigs but ACTUAL gigs we use and will use again.  

Youtube can drive POWERFUL (converting) and immense amount of traffic to your affiliate offers, 

website, or business (phone calls, leads). We have also found youtube traffic to convert VERY well. (We 

had a CPA offer converting at 30% for an email submit) 

We have focused on keeping this a back to basics guide, to get you going. If you’re looking for a more 

complete Youtube guide with complete steps to follow we’d suggest you check out the following:  

http://www.seotprosperity.com/youtube-mark  

 

Disclaimer:  

In essence we have taken efforts to ensure the information we have provided here are accurate and 

true. As with any business investment, there are typically risks and rewards; it is important to consider 

the application of this guide within your own situation. The authors will not be held liable for the 
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information shared within Fiver Video Profits or any profit-claims. Please also note that there are several 

affiliate links presented throughout the guide which are done so to provide this guide freely though rest 

assure it does not affect your standard usage of this guide. 

The information contained in Fiver Video Profits, and its several complementary guides, is 

meant to serve as a comprehensive collection of time-tested and proven strategies that the 

authors of this eBook have applied to substantially increase their monthly passive income 

revenue.  

Summaries, strategies, tips and tricks are only recommendations by the authors, and 

reading this eBook does not guarantee that one’s results will exactly mirror our own results. 

The authors of Fiver Video Profits have made all reasonable efforts to provide current and 

accurate information for the readers of this eBook. The authors will not be held liable for 

any unintentional errors or omissions that may be found. 

 

The material in Fiver Video Profits may include information, products, or services by third 

parties. Third Party materials comprise of the products and opinions expressed by their 

owners. As such, the authors of this guide do not assume responsibility or liability for any 

Third Party Material or opinions. 

 

The publication of such Third Party materials does not constitute the authors’ guarantee of 

any information, instruction, opinion, products or service contained within the Third Party 

Material. Use of recommended Third Party Material does not guarantee that your results will 

mirror our own. Publication of such Third Party Material is simply a recommendation and 

expression of the authors’ own opinion of that material. 

 

Whether because of the general evolution of the Internet, or the unforeseen changes in 

company policy and editorial submission guidelines, what is stated as fact at the time of this 

writing, may become outdated or simply inapplicable at a later date. This may apply to 

platform, as well as, the various similar companies that we have referenced in this eBook, 

and our several complementary guides. Great effort has been exerted to safeguard the 

accuracy of this writing. Opinions regarding similar website platforms have been formulated 

as a result of both personal experience, as well as the well documented experiences of 

others. 

 

No part of this publication shall be reproduced, transmitted or resold in whole or in part in 

any form, without the prior written consent of the authors.  

All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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